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Intended to provide students with targeted practice, this book is the first to offer unparalleled,

no-frills access to real LSAT questions grouped by question type, with explanations written by

Manhattan Prepâ€™s expert LSAT instructors.Designed as a study aid for the students of

Manhattan Prepâ€™s elite LSAT prep classes, 10 Real LSATs Grouped by Question Type provides

students with an opportunity for targeted practice. Cut from Practice Tests 41-50, this book allows

students to hone their skills on specific question types in Logical Reasoning, Logic Games, and

Reading Comprehension, including Assumptions, Inferences, Binary Grouping, and more. In-depth

explanations for every question are written by Manhattan Prepâ€™s expert LSAT instructors and

feature hand-drawn diagrams that allow students to get inside the mind of a 99th percentile

scorer.By providing a means for targeted training, 10 Real LSATs Grouped by Question Type is an

invaluable study tool, enabling students to get acclimated to the nuances of the exam and achieve a

higher level of mastery on every question the LSAT has to offer!
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In 2000, Teach for America alumnus and Yale graduate Zeke Vanderhoek had a radical idea:

students learn better from better teachers. His vision of what test prep could be if written and taught

by great educators led him to start Manhattan Prep. Since we began, Manhattan Prep has grown

from a boutique tutoring company to one of the worldâ€™s leading test prep providers, offering

GMAT, GRE, LSAT, ACT, and SAT courses and tutoring worldwide.We believe test prep should be



real education. From our instructors to our materials, we work to teach you the skills youâ€™ll need

to succeed on the test, in school, and beyond.

Great book! I really recommend it to everyone who is preparing for LSAT. There are different

section with questions grouped by question type - it make it easier to check your performance

through particular area and to know what to improve. Book also have explanations of every

question.

There were a few printing errors, but they were pretty rare. This is the only reasonably priced option

I could find for preptests in the 40s and the explanations were nice.

Arrived in excellent condition. Thanks

the explanations are great. love this!

future law studies; law school i hope

I should make a few points clear at the start. I have taken the LSAT multiple times, and I have

multiple perfect scores. I have tutored people for the LSAT (but never worked for Manhattan Prep or

any LSAT-prep company). I know the test extremely well. I no longer tutor people for this test, but if I

did, this is one of the books I would recommend (in addition to every other real LSAT).The fact that

the questions come from actual LSATs is the most important feature here. I've seen too many

poorly written imitation questions (and, truth be told, a few poorly written actual questions). Anyone

preparing for the test should work through every available real question. There really is no

substitute.The grouping here is also helpful. Of course, the fact that the problems are grouped by

type means that it is not just helpful but almost necessary to have complete tests other than these to

work through since the variety of questions and the ability to identify question types when the

questions are not neatly grouped are both important.Finally, the explanations are generally very

good. There are a few questions that I would have explained differently, but I didn't find anything in

this book that is flat-out wrong. (I didn't go through every single problem, though, so there may be

some errors. But what I saw looks very good.)My biggest and really only reservation is about the

printing. It looks amateurish, and the logic games have handwritten solutions. But the look isn't the

reason people might buy this book, so that reservation is indeed slight. It's the content that matters,



and the content is very helpful, I think.

There are an absurd amount of LSAT test-prep books, CD's, DVD's, and courses on the market. In

general, after having taken the LSAT, MCAT, GRE and other standardized tests, I can say that the

very best preparation is to sit down and learn the exam. Practice first with any and all REAL test

questions you can get your hands on and go through each incorrect answer choice to understand

why it is incorrect. This is truly the best way to develop your intution for any exam-- particularly the

LSAT.Manhattan Prep has done an extraordinary job putting together this selection of practice

materials. I have never used Manhattan's books in the past for tutoring or personal study, however, I

am extremely impressed and will make this my first choice recommendation for future students. The

big selling point here is that this book features REAL LSAT test questions. I can't overstate enough

how important this is. Over the past many years I have seen some of the worst imitation questions

imaginable in other publishers' test prep books. Secondly, the material is organized which makes

studying and teaching from this book a little easier. Finally, there are good, thorough explanations.

Theres a ton of material here and its extremely well organized. I can tell that Manhattan Prep put a

lot of work and thought into their product.I would easily rank this series among the best available

LSAT resources on the shelf today. Highly recommended!

If you want to get into the law school of your choice, or any law school for that matter, there is no

doubt you are going to have to prepare for the LSAT. Simply being a good "test taker" is not going

to be enough nor is that 4.0 you managed to hold onto for so long. There are a lot of people

applying for a few slots and the competition will be hot. The difference can be how well you do on

your LSATs. You're going to have to work hard, practice, think, and learn additional test taking

strategies.What I really like about this book is how it teaches me to focus and take a close look at

the questions themselves. I may have gotten a correct answer, but why did I chose that one over

the others? Manhattan Prep goes through each question, one by one, working through the answers

after you've completed a practice test. For example, when I just flipped through the book I spotted a

question that was interesting. On one of the incorrect answers there's a conversational explanation

outlining why each of the incorrect answers are tough, not particularly helpful, or irrelevant. I want to

know where my own logic is flawed, or on the money, and why. I've taken tests and for months have

pondered where I went wrong and will probably go wrong again on future tests.If you intend to prep

for a test, you need to dedicate some time and a few dollars. If you really feel you are deficient,

perhaps you need a course, but if you simply need practice, this is the book for you. I would also



recommend buying some older versions, other "brand" names included, to work with. The more you

practice these tests, the more confident you will feel with your ability to not only answer the

questions, but answer them within the allotted time frame. For example, I took a real life test a while

back. I only took one practice test prior to the actual one and because I haven't taken any tests in

some time I went over the time limit. When I was taking the "real" test, time was called just as I

finished. You need to be honest in accessing your own skills. This book is not going to teach you

anything new, but is intended to help you with your test taking strategies and give a general

overview of what types of questions you can expect. The questions are from actual tests.This is not

a book that teaches emotional strategies to keep you as stress free as possible, but rather one that

will put you through the paces and make you think. As an aside, did you know that "The median

LSAT scores accepted by the best law schools in the country, such as Yale, Stanford, and

Columbia, range from the high 160s to the low 170s. That translates to a percentile figure of 95 and

up." There aren't any sidebars to throw out hints. This is a good solid practice book and I definitely

like it. Working through some of these questions does make me think and work through questions

rather than guess. It's divided up into three basic sections and I've listed the contents below. Full

instructions as to how to proceed with practice exams are in the the first

chapter.CONTENTS:Chapter 1: Logic GamesBasic Ordering Practice Set 1Basic Ordering Practice

Set 2Relative Ordering Practice Set 1Relative Ordering Practice Set 23D Ordering Practice Set 13D

Ordering Practice Set 2Mismatch Ordering Practice SetOpen Conditional Grouping Practice Set

1Open Conditional Grouping Practice Set 2Closed Conditional Grouping Practice SetBasic

Grouping Practice Set 1Basic Grouping Practice Set 2Open Grouping Practice Set 1Open Grouping

Practice Set 23D Grouping and Hybrid Practice Set 13D Grouping and Hybrid Practice Set 2Answer

Key by Practice SetChapter 2: Logical ReasoningArgument Core Practice Set 1Necessary

Assumptions Practice SetSufficient Assumptions Practice SetMixed Assumptions Practice Set

1Mixed Assumptions Practice Set 2Identify the Flaw Practice Set 1Identify the Flaw Practice Set

2Strengthen/Weaken Practice Set 1Strengthen/Weaken Practice Set 2Principles Practice Set

1Principles Practice Set 2Analyze the Argument Practice Set 1Analyze the Argument Practice Set

2Inferences Practice Set 1Inferences Practice Set 2Matching Practice Set 1Matching Practice Set

2Explain a Result Practice Set 1Explain a Result Practice Set 2Advanced Conditional Logic Practice

Set 1Advanced Conditional Logic Practice Set 2Answer Key by Practice SetChapter 3: Reading

ComprehensionThe Scale Practice SetPEAR Practice SetScale and PEAR from the

CurriculumCorrect Answers Practice Set 1Correct Answers Practice Set 2Correct Answers from the

CurriculumWrong-to-Right Practice Set 1Wrong-to-Right Practice Set 2Wrong-to-Right from the



CurriculumComparative Passages Practice SetExtreme Passages Practice Set 1Extreme Passages

Practice Set 2Extreme Passages from the CurriculumUnusual Passages Practice Set 1Unusual

Passages Practice Set 2Answer Key by Practice Set
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